Information Technology Solutions

Restoration
ABOUT US
JW UK offer a complete and
comprehensive manufacturer,
supply and installation service for
all types of exterior lighting and
street furniture. Established in
1999 we have completed work
for many government
organisations and large
corporate clients and throughout
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our website you will find many
examples of our work. We are
also involved in a large amount
of commissioned work and are
able to complete any design from
initial concept.

JW UK LTD is a manufacturer
specialising in the production and
restoration of traditional lighting
and street furniture.

These services have been
supplied to local authorities and
other large organisations, in the
UK as well as overseas, along
with a growing number of lighting
suppliers, construction
companies and household
customers. Great emphasis is
now being placed by planners
and architects on the
improvement of out of town,
leisure and domestic
environments by the provision of
specially designed street lighting
and furniture.

The continuing conservation and restoration of City
Centre’s, Parks and Gardens has resulted in an increase
in demand for: Restoration, Replacement and
Replication, of columns, lanterns, post pedestals and wall
brackets.
Here at JW UK we are extremely fortunate to have in our
employment, time served craftsmen who are able to recreate and carry out work of a delicate and skilled nature,
enabling us to bring 19th Century designs back to life.
Services Available:

We Manufacture Castings in:
- Site painting
- Site welding
- Building washing/cleaning
- Protective coatings
- Steam cleaning
- Industrial cleaning/painting

For more information contact:

Cast iron repairs, Cast aluminium repairs, Cast bronze
repairs, Cast brass repairs, Lantern repairs, Replication,
UHP blasting and chemical cleaning (biodegradable) to
stone and brickwork and Commercial/domestic shot/grit
blasting.

JW UK Lighting Specialists
1 Tanners Brook Way
Millbrook
Southampton
SO15 0JY

Site painting, Site welding, Building washing/cleaning,
Protective coatings, Steam cleaning and
Industrial cleaning/painting

Tel: 02380 700 003
Fax: 02380 700 002
Email: sales@jw-uk-ltd.co.uk

Information Technology Solutions

Refurbishment
ABOUT US
JW UK offer a complete and
comprehensive manufacturer,
supply and installation service for
all types of exterior lighting and
street furniture. Established in
1999 we have completed work
for many government
organisations and large
corporate clients and throughout
our website you will find many
examples of our work. We are
also involved in a large amount
of commissioned work and are
able to complete any design from
initial concept.
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JW UK LTD is a manufacturer
specialising in the production and

Richardson Candles

Parkers Piece

restoration of traditional lighting

Cambridge is the last city in the UK to retain its own
custom-designed lighting stock from the post-war period.
Furthermore these street lights were designed by one of
the eminent architects of the time. The Richardson
Candles (as they are known) have stood in the centre of
the city of Cambridge for over fifty years. But people
thought there time was limited and lots of media
speculation stated these will be removed..not so, JW
UK,completely refurbished and retrofitted with Cosmo and
LED, bringing up to today’s lighting standard and
becoming a safe fitting once again.

Refurbishment of the Reality Checkpoint column situated
in Parkers Piece, this column had some damage and
paint issues, and the lanterns needed bringing up to
standard, we completely stripped the column and with
various processes and coats completely refurbished this
column bringing back to life. this also included
refurbishing and re-glazing the lanterns, and fitting with
90W CPO. Great Job, and great to work alongside
Balfour Beatty on this prestigious project.

and street furniture.

These services have been
supplied to local authorities and
other large organisations, in the
UK as well as overseas, along
with a growing number of lighting
suppliers, construction
companies and household
customers. Great emphasis is
now being placed by planners
and architects on the
improvement of out of town,
leisure and domestic
environments by the provision of
specially designed street lighting
and furniture.

For more information contact:
JW UK Lighting Specialists
1 Tanners Brook Way
Millbrook
Southampton
SO15 0JY
Tel: 02380 700 003
Fax: 02380 700 002
Email: sales@jw-uk-ltd.co.uk

